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Awareness about Patent filling is important for faculty members as they are engaged in
intellectual and creative activities in their respective research domains.
IPR cell, JUIT Waknaghat organized a webinar on October 30, 2021. A webinar was
conducted by Mr. Shashi Dhar (invited speaker), Sr. Scientific Officer, HP Patent
Information Centre, Shimla delivered his talk on “Role of HP Patent Information Centre in
filing the Patents”. The event was started at 12 Noon. Prof. Sudhir Kumar introduced Mr.
Shashi Dhar to the audience and welcomed the invited speaker on behalf of IPR Cell Team.
About 80 faculties, researchers, staff, and students of various universities/ institutes attended
the event.
This talk was to sensitize students, faculty members towards patent filing process through HP
Patent Information Centre, HIMCOSTE, Shimla. He explained the concept of trademarks,
patents, and copyrights. He further highlighted the need to decipher inventiveness in research
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projects, art work, and designs. He explained all the steps involved in filling a patent. He
presented a case study of a Solar Heater and discussed the model way of writing claims,
inventive steps, title and description of the invention. The IP Team of JUIT (Dr. Sudhir
Kumar, Dr. Shruti Jain, Dr. Hemraj Saini) owe their thanks to HIMCOSTE, Shimla for
providing support. The IPR Cell of JUIT assured the participants to answer their queries, if
any, in future and assured them to provide all possible assistance in filing their IPs. Dr. Shruti
Jain shared the necessary patent related forms with all the participants. The event was
concluded with a thank note and Mr. Shashi Dhar praised the active participation of JUIT –
IPR Cell towards patent filing and awareness drive. He assured constant support and
guidance of HP Patent Information Centre towards IP activities of JUIT.
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